
MA 111–Introduction to Contemporary Mathematics
Cryptography Supplemental Worksheet–
Modular Arithmetic and Shift Ciphers

This worksheet is designed to give you some more practice on working with modular arithmetic and
the Shift Cipher. You should try to complete the entire sheet. If you have any questions or confusions,
please let me know.

(1) Simplify the following:
(a) 128(mod 32) =?

(b) 32(mod 11) =?

(c) −12(mod 13) =?

(d) −31(mod 18) =?

(e) 2015(mod 26) =?

(f) 137(mod 4) =?

(g) Given that 114(mod 16) = 1 what is 118(mod 16)?

(2) Consider the English Alphabet for the following Shift Cipher Problems:

(a) Use the Caesar Cipher (i.e. ∆ = 3) to Encrypt the message: “PROCEED”

(b) Suppose that “UHWUHDW” was encrypted using the Caesar cipher. Find ∇ (i.e. the
additive inverse of ∆) and Decode the message.

(c) Using the Shift Cipher ∆ = 11 encrypt the message “LEXINGTON”

(d) Suppose that the message “TB OXT OYHR” was encoded using the Shift Cipher ∆ = 13.
Find ∇ and decode the message.

(e) Suppose you intercept the message “BNSYJR SJJIX YT JSI” but you do not know how this
message was encrypted (so ∆ =? is unknown). However, you are able to obtain that a Shift
Cipher was used and the first letter of the original message was “W” (That is, “W” encodes
as “B”). Decode the message.



Note: The shift cipher works for ANY alphabet, not just the English alphabet. The only
difference is that we may need to perform arithmetic modulo a different number than 26. Namely,
we will use the number of letters in the given alphabet. For example, if we were to use the Greek
Alphabet (which is below), we will do all of our arithmetic (mod 24).

(3) Consider the following cipher problems with the Greek Alphabet. That means we should be
considering all addition mod 24 rather than mod 26.
(a) Apply the Caesar Cipher (∆ = 3) to the message: “ψ ρ π η”

(b) Suppose the message “α ξ φ λ” was encoded with the Caesar Cipher. Find ∇ (which is
different from that on the other problem!!) and decode the message.

(c) Encode the message “τ ζ θ δ ω” using the Shift Cipher ∆ = 9.

(d) Decode the message ”τ ζ θ δ ω” that was encoded with the Shift Cipher ∆ = 7.

(4) Consider the following invented alphabet:

Letters
⋂ ∑

⊕ ♣ ?
Position in the Alphabet 1 2 3 4 5

Note: All arithmetic will be done (mod 5)!!!

(a) Use the Caesar Cipher to encode “⊕
⋂

”.

(b) Use the Shift Cipher ∆ = 4 to encode “♣ ?
∑

”.

(c) Decode the message “♣ ⊕” which was encoded with the Caesar Cipher.

(d) Decode the message “
∑

? ⊕” which was encoded using the shift cipher in (b).


